In Japan, forests and forestry regeneration plan was issued in 2009 with the aim of continuous utilization of forests, "Law concerning the promotion of wood use in public buildings, etc." was enforced in October 2010 to encourage the demand for timber in the public sector, however, the development status of wooden buildings has not actually proceeded. There is a problem concerning plan and design stage as well as procurement in medium large-scale buildings of public buildings. In this study, based on the investigation of a specific case related to design and wood procurement of wooden constructions in public buildings and medium large-scale buildings, we investigated the problem at the stage of planning and design, and procurement. It was revealed that quality of available wood in the region, quantity and delivery date had not reached the side of using wood, because knowledge, experience and skill are missing as well as efficient information had not been provided from wood supplier side due to promoters and architects having no experience dealing with wood. As for the wood use of public buildings, it was also revealed that such as the construction schedule by single-year budget had raised a new problem in wood procurement. In order to build medium large-scale construction with wood, it is necessary to be provided information which is similar to that of the concrete and steel structure. Those are provision of the wood product information which is equivalent to other industrial products and joint standardization of materials to simplify structural design. It was found that it was necessary for promoters and architects to choose and use wood. Moreover, the importance and the occupational ability of coordinators who have a role in making each relevant person cooperate and compensating for the know-how were considered. Development of educational program for wood use, establishment of separated order system in public buildings and cultivation of coordinator are issues in the future. 
In Japan, forests and forestry regeneration plan was issued in 2009 with the aim of continuous utilization of forests, "Law concerning the promotion of wood use in public buildings, etc." was enforced in October 2010 to encourage the demand for timber in the public sector, however, the development status of wooden buildings has not actually proceeded.
There is a problem concerning plan and design stage as well as procurement in medium large-scale buildings of public buildings. In this study, based on the investigation of a specific case related to design and wood procurement of wooden constructions in public buildings and medium large-scale buildings, we investigated the problem at the stage of planning and design, and procurement.
It was revealed that quality of available wood in the region, quantity and delivery date had not reached the side of using wood, because knowledge, experience and skill are missing as well as efficient information had not been provided from wood supplier side due to promoters and architects having no experience dealing with wood. As for the wood use of public buildings, it was also revealed that such as the construction schedule by single-year budget had raised a new problem in wood procurement.
It was revealed that the building production system of wood use in medium large-scale construction had not been established socially. Therefore, it became clear that the importance of a coordinator who was familiar with architecture and wood use as with a timber construction design adviser of Kumamoto prefecture to reduce the risk of wood use by resolving deficit in know-how and building deeper cooperation between each stakeholder. The coordinator needs to be deeply familiar with architecture and wood, however, if it depends on a coordinator for all, it would become a too advanced occupational ability and also be a disincentive of the spread and the standardization. Therefore, it is necessary to classify into categories depending on the contents such as role of coordinator, role of supply-chain management system by maintenance of the distribution information and role of standard specifications and designers by the standardization of the junction of the structural element. The contents which the coordinator should support especially are promoters and architects, setup of a suitable procurement schedule and also a selection of the materials and a structure method based on the budget. Moreover, in parallel with the cultivation of coordinator, education of wood use on the premise of medium large-scale construction is required for the first-class architect who deals with medium large-scale construction and the students studying the construction who are future candidates of architect.
Development of educational program for wood use, establishment of separated order system in public buildings and cultivation of coordinators are issues in the future.
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